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Abstract. Many distributed multimedia applications have the ability to

adapt to uctuations in the network conditions. By adjusting temporal
and spatial quality to available bandwidth, or manipulating the playout
time of continuous media in response to variations in delay, multimedia
ows can keep an acceptable QoS level at the end systems. In this study,
we present a scheme for adapting the transmission rate of multimedia
applications to the congestion level of the network. The scheme called
the direct adjustment algorithm (DAA), is based on the TCP congestion
control mechanisms and relies on the end-to-end Real Time transport
Protocol (RTP) for feedback information. Our investigations of the DAA
scheme suggest that simply relying on the the TCP-throughput model
might result under certain circumstances in large oscillations and low
throughput. However, DAA achieves, in general, high network utilization
network and low losses. Also, the scheme is shown to be fair towards
competing TCP trac. However, with no support from the network,
long distance connections receive less than their fair share.

1 Introduction
While congestion controlled TCP connections carrying time insensitive FTP or
WWW trac still constitute the major share of the Internet trac today [1],
recently proposed real-time multimedia services such as IP-telephony and group
communication will be based on the UDP protocol. While UDP does not o er any
reliability or congestion control mechanisms, it has the advantage of not introducing additional delays to the carried data due to retransmissions as is the case
with TCP. Additionally, as UDP does not require the receivers to send acknowledgments for received data, UDP is well suited for multicast communication.
However, deploying non-congestion controlled UDP in the Internet on a large
scale might result in extreme unfairness towards competing TCP connections as
TCP senders react to congestion situations by reducing their bandwidth consumption and UDP senders do not. Therefore, UDP ows need to be enhanced
with control mechanisms that not only aim at avoiding network overload but
are also fair towards competing TCP connections, i.e, be TCP-friendly. TCPfriendliness indicates here, that if a TCP connection and an adaptive ow with
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similar transmission behaviors have similar round trip delays and losses both
connections should receive similar bandwidth shares. As an oscillative perceived
QoS is rather annoying to the user, multimedia ows require stable bandwidth
shares that do not change on the scale of a round trip time as is the case of TCP
connections. It is, thus, expected that a TCP-friendly ow would acquire the
same bandwidth share as a TCP connection only averaged over time intervals
of several seconds or even over the entire life time of the ow and not at every
time point [2].
In this paper, we propose an end-to-end rate adaptation scheme called the
direct adjustment algorithm (DAA) for adjusting the transmission rate of multimedia applications to the congestion level of the network. DAA is based on
a combination of two approaches described in the literature, namely: additive
increase/multiplicative decrease (AIMD) schemes proposed in [3, 4] and an enhancement of the TCP-throughput model described in [5].
In Sec. 2, we present a general overlook on some of the TCP-friendly schemes
currently proposed in the literature.
Sections 3 presents an approach for adapting the transmission rate of end
systems to the network congestion state using RTP based on the AIMD approach
and discusses unfairness of such schemes towards competing TCP connections.
The direct adjustment algorithm is presented in Sec. 4. The performance of
the scheme in terms of bandwidth utilization as well as the behavior of TCP
connections traversing the same congested links is then investigated in Sec. 5
and Sec. 6.

2 Background and Related Work
Recently, there has been several proposals for TCP-friendly adaptation schemes
that either use control mechanisms similar to those of TCP or base the adaptation behavior on an analytical model of TCP.
Rejaie et al. present in [6] an adaptation scheme called the rate adaptation protocol (RAP). Just as with TCP, sent packets are acknowledged by the
receivers with losses indicated either by gaps in the sequence numbers of the
acknowledged packets or timeouts. The sender estimates the round trip delay
using the acknowledgment packets. If no losses were detected, the sender periodically increases its transmission rate additively as a function of the estimated
round trip delay. After detecting a loss the rate is multiplicatively reduced by
half in a similar manner to TCP.
Jacobs [7] presents a scheme called the Internet-friendly protocol that uses
the congestion control mechanisms of TCP, however, without retransmitting
lost packets. In this scheme, the sender maintains a transmission window that is
advanced based on the acknowledgments of the receiver which sends an acknowledgment packet for each received data packet. Based on the size of the window
the sender estimates then the appropriate transmission rate.
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Padhye et al. [5] present an analytical model for the average bandwidth share
of a TCP connection (rTCP )
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with M as the packet size, l as the loss fraction, tout as the TCP retransmission
timeout value, tRTT as the round trip delay and D as the number of acknowledged
TCP packets by each acknowledgment packet.
Using this model Padhye et al. [8] present a scheme in which the sender estimates the round trip delay and losses based on the receiver's acknowledgments.
In case of losses, the sender restricts its transmission rate to the equivalent TCP
rate calculated using Eqn. 1 otherwise the rate is doubled.
Additionally, various schemes have been proposed for the case of multicast
communication such as [9{11] that aim at using a TCP-friendly bandwidth share
on all links traversed by the multicast stream.

3 Additive Increase and Multiplicative Decrease
Adaptation Using RTP
When designing an adaptive control scheme, following goals need to be considered:
{ to operate with a low packet loss ratio
{ achieve high overall bandwidth utilization
{ fairly distribute bandwidth between competing connections
Whereas fairness in this context does not only mean equal distribution of bandwidth among the adaptive connections, but being friendly to competing TCP
trac as well. Various adaptation algorithms proposed in the literature [3, 4, 12]
were shown to be ecient in terms of the rst two goals of low losses and high
utilization but neglected the fairness issue. As those schemes do not consider
the bandwidth share of TCP trac traversing the same congested links, such
algorithms might lead to the starvation of competing TCP connections.
With most of the adaptation schemes presented in the literature [6, 5] the
sender adapts its transmission behavior based on feedback messages from the
receiver sent in short intervals in the range of one or a few round trip delays.
This is particularly important for the case of reliable transport where the sender
needs to retransmit lost packets. Additionally, with frequent feedback messages
the sender can obtain up-to-date information about the round trip delay and,
hence, use an increase in the round trip delay as an early indication of possible
congestion.
On the contrary, in this paper we investigate adaptation schemes that use
the real time transport protocol (RTP) [13] for exchanging feedback information
about the round trip time and the losses at the receiver. As RTP is currently
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being proposed as an application-level protocol for multimedia services over the
Internet, using RTP would ease the introduction of adaptation schemes in the
context of such services. RTP de nes a data and a control part. For the data part
RTP speci es an additional header to be added to the data stream to identify
the sender and type of data. With the control part called RTCP, each member of
a communication session periodically sends control reports to all other members
containing information about sent and received data. However, with RTP, the
interval between sending two RTCP messages is usually around ve seconds. The
in-frequency of the RTCP feedback messages dictates that an RTP sender can
not bene t fast enough from rapid changes in the network conditions. Thus, the
goal of RTCP-based adaptation is to adjust the sender's transmission rate to the
average available bandwidth and not react to rapid changes in bu er lengths of
the routers for example. This might be actually more appropriate in some cases
than rapidly changing the transmission rate at a high frequency.
As an example for this behavior, we tested the approach described in [4]. This
scheme has great resemblance to the schemes described in [3, 12, 14] and is based
on the same AIMD approach. With this approach the sender reduces its transmission rate by a multiplicative decrease factor after receiving feedback from the
receiver indicating losses above a certain threshold called the upper loss threshold. With losses below a second threshold called the lower loss threshold the
sender can increase its transmission rate additively. For the case that the feedback information indicates losses in between the two thresholds the sender can
maintain its current transmission level, see Fig. 3. Reducing the rate multiplicatively allows for a fairer reaction to congestion. That is, connections utilizing a
disproportionately large bandwidth share are forced to reduce their transmission
rate by a larger amount.
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Fig. 1. AIMD algorithm
To test the behavior of TCP connections sharing the same congested links
with connections using this scheme, we simulated the topology depicted in Fig. 2.
One TCP connection is sharing a bottleneck router with two connections using
the adaptation approach just described. The connection has a round trip time of
10 msec and a bandwidth of 10 Mb/s. The TCP source is based on Reno-TCP.
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That is, the TCP source reduces its transmission window by half whenever loss
is indicated. The adaptive connections have a lower loss threshold of 5% and
a higher one of 10%. The additive increase factor was set to 50 kb and the
multiplicative decrease factor to 0.875. Those values were suggested in [4] to be
most appropriate based on measurements. The router is a random early drop
(RED) gateway as was proposed by Floyd and Jacobson [15]. A RED gateway
detects incipient congestion by computing the average queue size. When the
average queue size exceeds a preset minimum threshold the router drops each
incoming packet with some probability. Exceeding a second maximum threshold
leads to dropping all arriving packets. This approach not only keeps the average
queue length low but ensures fairness and avoids synchronization e ects. In all
of our simulations presented in this paper the minimum drop threshold of the
router was set to 0.5 and the maximum one to 0.95 based on results achieved
in [2].

10 Mb/s
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Router
1000 Km
Adaptive Sender

Adaptive Sender

Fig. 2. Test con guration for the interaction of the adaptive schemes and TCP
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Fig. 3. Bandwidth distribution with an AIMD adaptation scheme
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As Fig. 3 shows, the adaptive connections share the available bandwidth
among themselves, leaving less than 5% for the TCP connection. This, however,
was to be anticipated. With the acknowledgment scheme of TCP, senders are
usually informed about packet losses within a time period much smaller than
the minimal time between two RTCP packets, i.e., 5 seconds. With each loss
noti cation, TCP reduces its transmission window by half. Older TCP versions,
e.g., Tahoe-TCP reduce it even down to one packet [16]. So, while the adaptive
source keeps on sending with the high transmission rate until an RTCP packet
with loss indication arrives, the TCP source reduces its transmission window
and thereby its rate. That is, the adaptive source can for a longer time period
send data with the rate that might have actually caused the congestion. Also,
as TCP reduces its transmission rate the congestion level will be decreased, so
that the adaptive source will nally have to react to a reduced congestion level.
Finally, the adaptive scheme will only start reacting to congestion if the losses are
larger than the loss threshold. TCP, on the contrary, reacts to any lost packets.
Therefore, in Fig. 3 we can notice that during the rst 200 seconds, the TCP
connection reduces its rate whereas the adaptive connection actually increases
its transmission rate. The adaptive connection only starts reacting to congestion
after measuring a loss ratio higher than the loss threshold that was set here to
5%. However, as the loss remains below the 10% upper threshold, the adaptive
connections can keep their high rate.

4 The Direct Adjustment Algorithm
The direct adjustment algorithm is based on both the AIMD approach as well
as directly using the bandwidth share a TCP connection would be using under
the same round trip time, packet size and loss ratio.
During an RTP session the receiver reports in its control packets the percentage of lost data noticed since sending the last control packet. At the sender
site, the RTCP packets are processed and depending on the loss values reported
within the RTCP packets, the sender can increase or decrease its sending rate.
With the reception of each RTCP packet the sender needs to do the following:
{ Calculate the round trip time ( ) and determine the propagation delay. The
RTCP receiver reports include elds describing the timestamp of the last
received report from this sender TLSR and the time elapsed since receiving
this report and sending the corresponding receiver report TDLSR . Knowing
the arrival time (T ) of the RTCP packet the end system can calculate the
round trip time.
 = T , TDLSR , TLSR
(2)
{ The RTCP receiver reports contain the value of the average packet loss (l)
measured for this sender in the time between sending two consecutive RTCP
packets at the reporting receiver. To avoid reactions to sudden loss peaks in
the network the sender determines a smoothed loss ratio ls
ls = (1 , )  ls +   l
(3)
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with l as the loss value reported in the RTCP packet and  as a smoothing
factor set here to 0.3. This value was used in [4] and various simulations and
measurements done in [17] suggested its suitability as well.
{ Using ls and  the sender calculates rtcp as in Eqn. 1.
{ For the case of (ls > 0) the sender sets its transmission rate to (min[rtcp ; radd ])
with

radd = r + A

(4)

with A as the additive increase factor and r as the current transmission rate.

5 Performance of the Direct Adjustment Algorithm
As a rst performance test of the direct adjustment algorithm we used the topology depicted in Fig. 4. The model consists of 15 connections sharing a bottleneck
router. All connections use the direct adjustment algorithm and are persistent
sources. That is, they always have data to send with the maximum allowed rate.
They all have the same round trip times and are similar in their requirements
and characteristics. The routers used RED for bu er management. In all of our
simulations, we set the packet size to 1 kbyte which is a typical video packet size.
Tab. 1 depicts the average utilization results achieved for di erent round trip
Sender 15

Receiver 15

α Mb/s
Router

τ sec

Router

Receiver 1

Sender 1

Fig. 4. DAA performance testing topology
times and di erent link bandwidths. Fig. 6 shows the average bandwidths the
single connections achieved for simulation runs of 1000 seconds. Fig. 5 describe
the average rates achieved for each ow under di erent simulation parameters.
The similar values of the bandwidth shares indicate the fairness of DAA among
competind DAA ows. The results shown in Tab. 1 as well as Fig. 5 reveal that
using the direct adjustment algorithm bandwidth utilization between 60% and
99% is possible and that the bandwidth is equally distributed among all connections sharing the same link. Note also in Fig. 6, that while connection number
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Propagation Delay( ) =1 Mb/s =10 Mb/s =100 Mb/s
5 sec
0.89
0.99
0.99
5 msec
0.82
0.97
0.95
100 msec
0.85
0.8
0.60
Table 1. Link utilization with the direct adjustment algorithm for di erent propagation delays ( ) and link rates ( )
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Fig. 5. Rate of the single connections of DAA under di erent round trip times ( ) and
link bandwidths ( )

15 starts 100 seconds later than the other connections it soon reaches the same
bandwidth level.
The variance in the achieved utilization results from the oscillatory behavior
of the scheme. As Fig. 6 shows, the transmission rate of the senders varies in
the range of 30% of the average rate. These oscillations result in part from the
AIMD approach and in part from the partial incorrectness of the TCP model.
AIMD schemes are inherently oscillatory. That is, such systems do not converge to an equilibrium but oscillate around the optimal state [18]. Also, the
TCP-model we are using for determining the maximum allowed transmission
rate does not consider the bandwidth available on the network or the number of
connections sharing a link. Thereby, it might result in throughput values much
higher than available on a link, and in other case might underestimate the appropriate bandwidth shares each connection should be using. This is especially
evident in Fig. 6(d). Due to the high propagation delay, loss values as low as
0.1% result in a TCP throughput of only 1.5 Mb/s, whereas each connection
should have been using a share of 6 Mb/s. So, as the TCP model does not take
the available bandwidth into account these oscillations can not be prevented. In
addition, note that the adjustment decisions are made here based on the loss
and delay values reported in the RTCP packets. The TCP-throughput model is,
however, based on considering the loss and delay values measured throughout
the lifetime of a connection.
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Fig. 6. Temporal behavior of the direct adjustment algorithm under di erent round
trip times ( ) and link bandwidths ( )
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6 TCP and the Direct Adjustment Algorithm
When designing the direct adjustment algorithm we aimed not only at achieving high utilization and low losses but also wanted the adaptation to be TCPfriendly.
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Fig. 7. Bandwidth distribution with the direct adjustment algorithm and TCP
Fig. 7 shows bandwidth distribution achieved with the direct adjustment
algorithm using the topology described in Fig. 4. While using the adaptation
scheme presented in [4] leads to the starvation of the TCP connections, see
Fig. 3, using the direct adjustment algorithm results in a near equal bandwidth
distribution: the TCP connection gets around 30% of the available bandwidth
and the two adaptive connections each get 35%. This slight unfairness might be
explained with the long control intervals of the RTCP protocol. As the adaptive
senders update their transmission rates only every few seconds they might keep
on sending with a high rate during congestion periods until a control message
indicating losses arrives. During this time, the TCP connection reduces its transmission window and thereby leads to a congestion reduction. Hence, the RTCP
messages indicate a reduced congestion state.

7 Summary and Future Work
In this paper, we presented a new approach for dynamically adjusting the sending
rate of applications to the congestion level observed in the network. This adjustment is done in a TCP-friendly way based on an enhanced TCP-throughput
model. The senders can increase their sending rate during underload situations
and then reduce it during overload periods. We have run various simulations
investigating the performance of the scheme, its e ects on TCP connections
sharing the same bottleneck and its fairness.
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In terms of TCP-friendliness DAA performs better than schemes based solely
on the AIMD approach [4]. However, the resuts presented here suggest that the
adaptation approach used for DAA describes more of \how not to" realize congestion control for multimedia communication than \how to". Using the TCP-model
to periodically set the transmission rate results in a very oscillative transmission
behaviour which is not suitable for multimedia streams. Due to rapid variations
in the network congestion state observing losses and delays for short periods of
time and using those values to estimate the TCP-friendly bandwidth share using
the TCP-model results in very oscillative values that do not often resemble the
actual resource availability in the network. To achieve a more stable behavior
the network congestion state over moving windows of several seconds need to be
observed. Work done based on such an approach [19] con rms these observations.
Another major point that needs to be considered here, is the value to use
for the additive increase factor (A). In our simulations, we set the A based on
running di erent simulations and choosing the most appropriate results. In order
to cover a wide range of possible communication scenarios, the increase rate
needs to be set dynamically in a way that is suited to the number of competing
ows, the available resources and network load. Better tuned additive increase
factors might also lead to a more stable bandwidth distribution.
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